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Having Nuclear Weapons
When considering what it means to have nuclear weapons, the ideas of stockpiling or possession of the
weapons comes to mind first. Other weapons prohibitions talk about prohibiting the stockpiling or retention of
the weapons, all of which comes back to the main issues- once you sign up, you agree not to have them.
Making it illegal to have nuclear weapons is not only a matter of only looking at states possessing nuclear
weapons. Naturally, if you agree to prohibit having a weapon, you are by default agreeing to prohibit the
deployment of that weapon. The deployment question is therefore an interesting one for NATO members that
host US nuclear weapons on their territory (Belgium, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Turkey). For the rest
of NATO’s members, all of the associated ideas behind a prohibition on having nuclear weapons will simply
reaffirm what they have already agreed under the NPT.
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of nuclear weapons.
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nuclear weapons activities of the Alliance, without

Conclusion

restricting these states from participating in the work

To be fair, this piece was meant to be all about having

of the Alliance more generally. States can also

nuclear weapons and instead delved into questions

change their role in various planning groups, and have

around the deployment of those weapons. A nuclear

historically done so, including in the Nuclear Planning

ban treaty must include the a clear prohibition so that

Group.

no one can have nuclear weapons, how that deals
with deployment issues is of course clear- as that too

Attitudes and agreements will have to change inside

will be illegal.

NATO with a nuclear weapons prohibition, but the
core principles of international cooperation and
interdependent security across the alliance will not. A
ban treaty will also bring greater international attention
to and pressure on NATO nuclear sharing practices
as contradicting norms on nuclear weapons. A ban
treaty reaffirms existing legal obligations not to
transfer or acquire nuclear weapons. Finally, a ban
treaty supports a shift in nuclear weapons policy
setting discourse away from instruments of stability
and deterrence to the recognition of them as weapons
of terror and instability.
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